We present a rigorous and relatively fast method for the computation of the complexity of a natural number (sequence A005245), and answer some old and new questions related to the question in the title of this note. We also extend the known terms of the related sequence A005520.
V 3 = {x + (x + x), x + (x × x), x × (x + x), x × (x × x)}.
More generally, for n ≥ 2,
Mahler and Popken's question was the following: If x is a positive real number, what is the largest number in V n ? We restrict ourselves here to the case x = 1. Then the answer is [1] M n := max V n = max 1≤k≤n p n,k where
This formula was simplified by Selfridge (see Guy [4, p. 189] ) to M 3m−1 = 2 · 3 m−1 , M 3m = 3 m , M 3m+1 = 4 · 3 m−1 for all m ≥ 1. Clearly M 1 = 1. Our problem is more or less the converse: Write a given natural number n as a sum-product as described above, only using the five symbols 1, +, ×, (, and ). (However, not all these signs need to be used.)
It is clear that this is always possible: n = 1 + 1 + 1 + · · · + 1 (using n 1's). Some further simple examples are 5 = 1 + (1 + 1) × (1 + 1), 6 = (1 + 1) × (1 + 1 + 1).
Our goal will, of course, be to minimize the number of 1's used.
In a sum-product representation of n we will usually write 2 instead of 1 + 1, and 3 instead of 1 + 1 + 1. Also, we will replace the symbol × (times) by a dot · or simply juxtapose. For example, the Fibonacci number F 25 can then be written with 35 1's as follows F 25 = 75025 = (1 + 2
2 )(1 + 2 2 )(1 + 2(1 + 2 2 )(1 + 2 2 )(2 2 · 3(1 + 2 2 ))) and 2 27 − 1 can be written with 56 as
All these examples are minimal in the sense defined in the next section.
1 Definitions and first properties.
Definition 1. The minimal number of 1's needed to represent n as a sumproduct will be denoted by n and will be called the complexity of n.
It is clear that 1 = 1 and 2 = 2, but 11 = 2 ("pasting together" two 1's is not an allowed operation). One may verify directly that 3 = 3, 4 = 4, 5 = 5, 6 = 5, and by means of our program in Section 2 it may be shown that 7 = 6, 8 = 6, 9 = 6, 10 = 7, 11 = 8, 12 = 7, 13 = 8, 14 = 8, 15 = 8, 16 = 8, 17 = 9, 18 = 8.
Note that (a) n is not monotonic (b) n may have different minimal representations (4 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = (1 + 1)(1 + 1)).
It is clear that we always have
so that, for example, 2 n ≤ 2n. Also see Section 4.3. Some useful bounds on the complexity are known 3 log 3 log n ≤ n ≤ 3 log 2 log n, n ≥ 2.
The first can be found in Guy [4] and is essentially due to Selfridge. The second appeared in Arias de Reyna [8] (this inequality can easily be proved. Indeed, just think of the binary expansion of n.) Since it is known that 3 k = 3k for k ≥ 1, the first inequality cannot be improved. As for the second one: lim sup n→∞ n / log n is not known, but we conjecture that it is considerably < 3 log 2 (≈ 4.328). Our most extreme observation is 1439 / log 1439 ≈ 3.575503.
2 Computing the complexity.
For n ≥ 2 we may compute n from n = min min
From this it is clear that, for large n, the computation of
is quite time consuming, if not eventually prohibitive. Rawsthorne [7, p. 14] wrote This formula is very time consuming to use for large n, but we know of no other way to calculate n . The principal goal of this note is to reduce the number of operations for the computation of n . (We can show that, instead of O(n 2 ), our algorithm needs only O(n 1.345 ) operations for the computation of n .)
According to the definition we have to compute
and then set n = min(P, T ). It is clear that P ≤ 1 + n − 1 so that P is the result of the loop
Clearly this is cumbersome for large n. It would be very helpful to have a relatively small number kMax such that P would just as well be the result of the much shorter loop
Such a relatively small kMax may be found indeed by observing that m ≥ 3 log 3 log m for all m ≥ 1.
Indeed, we are through if kMax satisfies
This only requires to solve a simple quadratic inequality:
It is easily seen that, for n ≥ 7, we can safely take
It will soon become clear that for large n this kMax is very small compared to n/2. In our computations covering all n ≤ 905 000 000 we observed that kMax ≤ 66 in all cases, with an average value of about 11.57. However, we can not use this "trick" for the × part. (* First we deal with the PLUS-part. *) 
A much faster Delphi-Object-Pascal version of this program, run on a Toshiba laptop, computes n for all n ≤ 905 000 000 in about 2 hours and 40 minutes.
Note. In the range n ≤ 905 000 000 it suffices to take kMax = 6. This value (kMax = 6) is necessary only for n = 353 942 783 and n = 516 743 639. But this is hindsight! 3 Some records.
Definition 2. The number n is called highly complex if k < n for all k < n.
P. Fabian (see [10] ) has computed the first 58 highly complex numbers. With our new method we have been able to add those with 59 ≤ n ≤ 67 (in boldface at the end of Table 1 ). There are no others in the range n ≤ 905 000 000. We performed our computations on a Toshiba laptop, 2GB RAM, 3.2 GHz, and could verify Fabian's results within 138 seconds.
We denote by F m the first number having complexity m (i. e. F m is the m-th highly complex number). S(m) denotes the set of numbers with complexity m, its first element is F m , and its maximal element M m . 4 Some questions solved and proposed.
One of the facts that our extended computation has revealed is that sometimes the minimum in equation (1) Hence n = k + n − k with k = 6 and no other choice of k is adequate, as claimed. Now we are sufficiently prepared to answer some questions asked by Guy. Note that "(L < R) + (R < L) + (L = R)"= 23 978 434 = π(905 000 000/2) where π(·) is the prime counting function.
Answering some questions of Guy
Q5: When the value of n is of the form a + b , with a + b = n, and this minimum is not achieved as a product, is either a or b equal to 1 ?
A5: No. We have only our two earlier mentioned ( counter ) examples: The prime p = 353942783 and n = 516743639 with prime factorization n = 353 · 1463863.
We have also searched in the range n ≤ 905 000 000 for those cases where the minimum of k + n − k is not assumed for k = 1. In the cases with k > 1 we mostly have k = 6, but sometimes we have k = 8. In all cases n = k + n − k = n − 1 . All cases found with k > 1 are (those with k = 8 in boldface) Q6: There are two conflicting conjectures:
For large n, (3 + ε) log n log 3 ones suffice ?
There are infinitely many n, perhaps a set of positive density for which (3 + c) log n log 3 ones are needed, for some c > 0 ?
A6: To the first question: In view of the values of n / log n in Table 1 , the answer will most probably be no.
A6: To the second question: Here the answer might very well be yes. If we solve for c in the equation
log n log 3
we get a mean value c > 0.366 and a standard deviation σ < 0.047 in the range 2 ≤ n ≤ 905 000 000. Also, the frequency of the event c > 0.3 is > 92.5%. Certainly lim inf n n / log n = 3/ log 3 ≈ 2.73072. Our computations suggest that lim sup n n / log n ≤ 3.58 and that
Some other questions
Note that the sequence n is not monotonic. It is clear that n−1 − n ≥ −1. So, one may pose the question: How large can n − 1 − n be ? We found the first values of n for which this difference is equal to k In the range n ≤ 905 000 000 there are no larger values of n − 1 − n .
Let n = p a j j be the standard prime-factorization of n. It is clear that n ≤ j p a j . So we define a function AddExc(n) = j p a j − n (Additive Excess) and ask how large AddExc(n) can be. We found and there are no n ≤ 905 000 000 with a larger Additive Excess. Suppose that in our program for n we start with 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 + x ( where x is any given real value ). Then the n will be functions of x. What can be said about the resulting n x ?
Is it true that p k = k p ? Yes for p = 3, but we have some doubts about p = 2. See Section 4.3. We conjecture: False for all other primes. Examples: Our computations have revealed that for all primes 5 ≤ p ≤ 113 ( with the possible exceptions p = 73, 97 and 109 ) it is not true that p n = n p for all n ≥ 1.
We also wondered how often p e = e p . We got the impression that in the long run we have about equally often true and false.
Pegg [10] asks what the smallest number requiring 100 ones is? The points ( n , log F n ) form approximately a straight line (similarly as the Mahler-Popken-Selfridge points (m, log M m )). Various least squares fits of the form A + Bt suggest that M 100 should be situated between 11 857 300 000 000 and 27 345 300 000 000.
A real challenge for a supercomputer ! The largest number requiring 100 ones is M 100 = 7 412 080 755 407 364.
Some other predictions are 4.3 Is it true that 2 k = 2k ?
Selfridge asked whether 2 k = 2k for all k ≥ 1. We have verified this for 1 ≤ k ≤ 29. Nevertheless, we will present an argument suggesting that the answer may very well be no. Given a natural number n with complexity n = a we denote by M a the greatest number with the same complexity, and we will call CR (n) = 1 − n M a the complexity ratio of n. We always have 0 ≤ CR(n) < 1. In a certain sense the numbers n with a small complexity ratio are simple and those with a large complexity ratio are complex. To illustrate this we present here some numbers comparable in size but with different complexity ratios and their corresponding minimal representations.
